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Cutting across class, race, faith, and gender, A Woman's Worthy of  to discovering the crucial role of
ladies in the globe today.and the same empowering, spiritually enlightening wisdom that energized her
landmark function, A Return to Like—With A Woman's Worth, Marianne Williamson turns her charismatic
voice—speaks powerfully and persuasively to a generation looking for healing, and searching for harmony.
Drawing deeply and candidly on her own experiences, the author illuminates her thought-provoking
positions on such issues as beauty and age, relationships and sex, kids and professions, and the
reassurance and reassertion of the feminine in a patriarchal society.
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An important book that not only women should read but men aswell As a man with spiritual inclinations I
though this publication was phenomenal and important for men to learn. I believe this book needs to be
required reading for guys as well as women. To begin with many men these days seem bitter at ladies and
dating. A publication for both women and men to acknowledge their feminine powers of compassion,
curing, nurturing and intuition. My heart was touched and warmed by the message. Williamson relates
the way the advertising press feed women text messages how they are not pretty enough or also good
enough.. Some bitter guys today are frustrated at the dating picture and experience lonely,
disenfranchised and empty. . That is for a highly evolved one who is looking for a stronger inner life. In
the event that you reverse the genders the same could be said about men. Much of this book what is said
about women could be said about men. Her book is not really anti-men but rather anti-male domination
which also means anti-imbalance. I call these folks "bottom feeders", dating harmful people so they can
feel much better than themselves. It tells where we are and where we are able to be which is actually the
area of our legacy. Love Marianne Great timeless book.I'd love as man to recommend or give this reserve
to every girl I know however in reality this reserve will most likely not resonate with many women.
Williamson writes how women have to find internal peace first and like themselves before they could
attract a wellness man. This could be an intimidating reserve for a lot of people. Williamson phone calls
females to end up being Priestesses and discusses feminine spiritual power. She mentions before our
patriarchal culture emerged since it is today, females were revered for their spiritual power also by males.
Marianne's insight is normally profound and encompassing. Okay To much god stuff for me personally.
Read web pages 15 to 16 completely and digest what before you make your own assessment of her
meaning. There are even a few "radical feminist" websites with some hateful remarks towards males. If
all men could read this reserve, they will observe how it is very difficult to be always a woman in our
society when you are fed text messages you are not worthy. Should be on every woman's nightstand at
some point in her lifetime. Look at the double regular that terminology.. that is a classic. In fact unmarried
women as Williamson points out are considered "spinsters" or "outdated maids" while unmarried guys
are known just as bachelors. I will definitely share this reserve with other females who I encounter. A
wonderful call to women to actualize their functions in relationships, family, society and on earth. I had
noticed Marianne Williamson on Oprah a number of times through the years. I don't keep in mind what
brought me to the book but I sure am pleased it did. Reading with my book club. What touched me and
provided me an insight into myself and my woman hood that I had not ever considered before. Detractors
may view this publication as anti-men, but this is not the case when you read the publication and
understand it. I have already been so moved and filled by her concepts about women's worthy of that I
plan to share those concepts with as much other Filipina women I talk with at conferences and
workshops. Marianne speaks with a deep personal understanding, making you overcome the initial ego
response of “that’s so far fetched, I hardly ever think/do that, no that’s not right”. This is filled up with
such valuable details. I initially paid attention to it on audible and am now buying the book for much
easier daily reference. It isn't an extended book, nonetheless it is packed full of recognition and hope. Not
Her Usual Caliber Very different from Marianne Williamson's previous writings ... Genuinely in love with
this reserve! I was, even at my age group, left pondering changes I can make in my life release a and
nurture my Goddess within. But when I go through it, I exhale in relief at almost every page. Finally, a
woman is being honest about what existence is like surviving in a society with other men and women. It's
nearly the same as reading an essay, but it's a beautiful one. Deep, soulful, resonates to the core. For
example, a so called "spiritual" man who chooses a female based exclusively on her appears/physique but
she gives nothing expansive to him just so he can date a "trophy". After reading this book, you can make
a case how it is just as difficult being a woman. A great read I'm still not sure why I purchased this book.
Marianne Williamson writes just how she speaks in her lectures, clearly and truthfully. She is focused and



remains with her purpose and will not wander off topic. I am students of a program in miracles and liked
'A Return to Like" so I wished to read this book about women. An excellent book with good, practical
advice. a higher knowing of the feminine essence A spiritual look into our self-realization as females.
Some men even think it is easier being a women. That's what happened here. What I discover so
important after scanning this book is the healing power between the sexes. They say people enter into
your life at a time if you want them most. I've purchased several and provided them as gifts NECESSARY
This is a notion changing book.This book may at first be hard to digest but as you expand your awareness
to a Universal level then the meanings all begin to create sense. This is essential read for women! On the
contrary, she does speak of a stability between both masculine and feminine and a stability between the
contributions of women and men within societies that flourished. The anonymity of the web has opened
the door for hateful forums and websites from so called Mens Rights Activists bashing females. I was
awestruck at how Williamson mentions that lots of women (and I would say men aswell) actually choose
to time unhealthy partners because dating a healthy spiritual person could shine a light into ourselves that
people are afraid to check out.Find out what most of us raving reviewers are discussing. for yourself.
Understand this book! Worth it! I love Marianne Williamson and most of her books. That one tops the list
(up to now). Yes, it’s THAT good. Five Stars Marianne Williams can be an amazing author! It could also
be a "spiritual" girl who chooses to date a biker "bad boy" with nothing expansive offer but pleasure and
testosterone. I paid attention to it and browse it. I believe I was expecting even more. What an
extraordinary book about getting the courage to move within to our deepest souls and become honest
with ourselves, and ultimately make the world a more loving place for all. Couldn't Be More Right This
book is both an ode and a challenge to women. The great thing ever! I was unable to 'relate' to her
childhood recollections, and didn't feel they added anything to the standard of the story's message. Thank
you for establishing us free with your wisdom Marianne! If the brand new wave of feminism looks like
Love as she therefore eloquently information in this book, then I know we are able to heal this wounded
earth! Every woman should read this book! This book is thought provoking and good for the soul. We all
need the wake-you-up call and enlightenment provided here. I love the writings of Marianne Williamson.
It seems today that many men and women are receiving bitter towards the contrary sex perhaps because
many have been harm in the dating/romance game as it is or have had bad experiences with mother or
father roughly called role models of the contrary sex in childhood. Real Feminism Marianne Williamson at
her best; It was a straightforward read though. Even some rock n roll music disparages females. I think
that if a lot of men who have given up dating or are bitter at ladies read this book, they'll are more
compassionate toward the plight of women in our culture. However Williamson writes about the
loneliness and alienation in this culture many women feel and just how much many women desire a
relationship with a man.. .. Five Stars Essential read for women, specifically for young women ! I bought
several for presents after reading mine!
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